Statistical analysis of tablet breakability methods
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Abstract  Purpose: Using a model tablet, the influence of breakability methodology on mass uniformity of half- and quarter-tablets as well as the comparison of different data acquisition and evaluation approaches were investigated. Moreover, different breakability evaluation criteria were compared based upon distribution as well as distribution-free models. Methods: A cross-scored tablet, i.e. having two break-marks, was broken by different methods by different persons, and the masses determined for the whole (unbroken) tablets, the half-tablets and quarter-tablets. Results: Beside the possible interaction between the methodology and the person breaking the tablets, the major factor significantly influencing the mass uniformity of broken tablets is the breakability methodology. The best results, i.e. smallest loss and smallest variability, are obtained when the breaking force applied by the thumbs is directed towards the score side of the tablet, i.e. by "opening" the score. Using our model tablet, significant differences between the different evaluation criteria are observed, with the USP/NF approach being best in line with the detailed analysis of all broken tablets. Conclusions: Assuming that for this model tablet the variance is a linear function of the break-line length, the standard deviation of quarter-tablets is theoretically calculated to be 0.87 times the standard deviation of the half-tablets. As the absolute standard deviation, expressed in mass units, will thus remain approximately identical, the relative standard deviation will nearly double as the mean mass of the quarter-tablets will be half of the mean mass of the half-tablets. This was experimentally confirmed.

INTRODUCTION

Tablets with single or multiple score lines allow the administration of a proportion of the tablet. In general, pharma-

copoeial mass or weight uniformity compliance criteria (1-2) do not consider the specific broken-tablet situation, and consequently the general unit-dose criteria are generally believed to be applicable to half-tablets and quarter-tablets as well. Only recently, there is the explicit addition that the subdivided parts of a tablet should indeed also comply with the content or mass uniformity requirements (3).

In the literature, a number of alternative criteria (4-7) have been proposed, generally allowing mass variations of broken tablets to be higher than intact tablets. Only little information in the literature is available describing standardised breakability test methods (6). The use of quarter-tablets is hardly investigated because it is expected that their variability is significantly higher than that of half-tablets (4, 7). A recent overview article summarises the scarce literature data available (8).

The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of breakability methodology on mass uniformity of half- and quarter tablets, as well as to compare different data acquisitions and evaluation approaches, using a discriminative model tablet.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drug dosage form tested

The tablets applied for this study are cross-scored on one side, weighing 400 mg and containing 22% m/m drug substance. The tablets are intended for veterinary use in the treatment of dogs. The large weight variety in the target animal species justifies the requirement of a cross-scored tablet for the intended purpose.

The tablet is manufactured by wet granulation followed by compression. The tablet consists of microcrystalline cellulose, sorbitol and dried yeast lysate as main excipients. Preliminary data showed that this tablet was suitable as a discriminative model tablet relative to breakability.
The tablets are flat and round, with a diameter of 11 mm and a height of 3.7 mm. Both score lines (break-marks) applied in this cross-score have the following characteristics (9): W (width) = 0.88 mm, D (depth) = 0.42 mm, $\theta = 45^\circ$ and R (engraving cut radius) = 0.05 mm.

**Breakability test methods**

In a preliminary experiment, three persons experimented with diverse breakability test methods using the selected tablet. Some methods (e.g., pressing, use of support material) were not feasible with the flat test-tablets, or were considered too artificial compared to the real-life situation. The following five breakability test methods were retained:

1. Hold the tablet between the thumb and the index finger of each hand on either side of the score line, with the score line facing upwards and without using the nail. Separate into two halves by breaking open the tablet at the score line side (legend: score up - break).

2. Hold the tablet between the thumb and the index finger of each hand on either side of the score line, with the score line facing upwards and without using the nail. Separate into two halves by breaking open the tablet opposite the score line side (legend: score up - fold).

3. Hold the tablet between the thumb and the index finger of each hand on either side of the score line, with the score line facing downwards and without using the nail. Separate into two halves by breaking open the tablet at the score line side (legend: score down - break).

4. Hold the tablet between the thumb and the index finger of each hand on either side of the score line, with the score line facing downwards and without using the nail. Separate into two halves by breaking open the tablet opposite the score line side (legend: score down - fold).

5. Place the tablet horizontally on the table, with the score line facing upwards, and place a kitchen knife on the score line. Put pressure on the knife with the free hand, until the tablet breaks (legend: score up - knife).

The five methods described above are applicable to break tablets into half-tablets, as well as to break half-tablets into quarter-tablets.

The first four breakability methods are illustrated in Figure 1. Method 1 is considered the most natural way for breaking tablets.

**Data acquisition**

The study test protocol is visualised in Figure 2 and consists of 3 breaking steps (i.e., break tablet into 2 half-tablets, and subsequently break both half-tablets into quarter-tablets) and 7 weighing steps (in mg ± 0.1 mg). The seven weights are coded from X1 to X7 and are obtained in the following sequence: tablet weight X1, left half-tablet weight X2, left quarter-tablet weight X3, right quarter-tablet weight X4, right half-tablet weight X5, left quarter-tablet weight X6, right quarter-tablet weight X7. Three right-handed persons executed the protocol with each of the five test methods described above, using 30 tablets per method.

The five methods described above are applicable to break tablets into half-tablets, as well as to break half-tablets into quarter-tablets.
This elaborated set-up contains all possible weight information and allows detailed investigations of all possible relationships such as left-right differences, half-to-quarter interactions, but is not feasible for routine purposes. The following two more practical and routine data acquisition methods described in the literature were evaluated with the collected dataset.

A. **Systematic data acquisition approach (5-6)**

Only one half-tablet is retained per tablet, taking alternately the right or the left half-tablet. Similarly, only one quarter-tablet is retained per tablet, taking alternately one of the four quadrants. The retained half-tablets or quarter-tablets are weighed individually.

B. **Alternative data acquisition approach using extremes (7)**

A representative sample of 10 tablets is taken and tablets are individually weighed. Tablets are broken into half-tablets and further into quarter-tablets, if required. The obtained half- or quarter-tablets are individually weighed. For each tablet, the weight of the lightest half- or quarter-tablet is pointed out. The weight of the overall lightest half- or quarter-tablet (OL) is noted. Finally, the following is calculated:

- The half- or quarter-value of the average weight of the 10 tablets (A1)
- The average weight of the obtained 20 half- or 40 quarter-tablets (A2)
- The average weight of the pointed out 10 lightest half- or quarter-tablets (A3)

**EVALUATION CRITERIA**

A. **Two pharmacopoeial criteria (1-2)**

The uniformity of mass for tablets complies with the requirements of the Ph. Eur., if the weight of 20 tablets complies with the following:

- no more than 2 tablets are outside the average weight ± \( \delta \)%;
- no tablets are outside the average weight ± 2x\( \delta \)%.

For units over 80 mg and below 250 mg, \( \delta = 7.5 \) and for units of 250 mg or more, \( \delta = 5 \).

The uniformity of dosage units (respectively weight variation and content uniformity) described in the USP/NF is based on the weight combined with the assay of 10 dosage units. Since only the weight of units are considered in this study, compliance with the USP requirements sensu strictu cannot be demonstrated as such. Consequently, the results should be carefully interpreted, with the assumption of a homogeneous distribution of the active drug substance in the tablets.

The content uniformity for tablets complies with the requirements of the USP, if the assay of 10 tablets complies with the following:

- all 10 units are within 85 - 115 % LC (label claim) and,
- relative standard deviation (RSD) < 6 %

or in case these conditions are not met, an extra 20 units are required, and

- all 30 units are within 75 - 125 % LC,
- at least 29 units are within 85 - 115 % LC and
- RSD < 7.8 %.

B. **Three non-pharmacopoeial alternative criteria (4-7)**

The first criterion has been proposed by a French committee (5-6) and is based on the coefficient of variation of the weight of half-tablets or quarter-tablets. Twenty retained half- or quarter-tablets are weighed individually and the RSD is calculated. If the RSD is less than or equal to 10%, it may be concluded that the breakability is good. Otherwise, the test is repeated with 20 other tablets and the RSD is likewise calculated on the 40 half- or quarter-tablets retained during the two samples. The breakability may be considered satisfactory only if the new RSD is less than or equal to 10%.

The second proposed Danish criterion (4) is deducted from the Ph. Eur. mass uniformity criterion, but with the allowance of a mass variation of half-tablets (or quarter-tablets) which is twice the variation allowed for intact tablets. Accordingly, the mass of part-of-tablets complies with this criterion if the weight of 20 tablets complies with the following:
• no more than 2 units are outside the average weight $\pm \delta\%$;

• no tablets are outside the average weight $\pm 2\times \delta\%$.

For units over 80 mg and below 250 mg, $\delta = 15$ and for units of 250 mg or more, $\delta = 10$.

The third criterion for acceptance of secability (7) is met, if the following conditions are fulfilled using 10 tablets (see 'alternative data acquisition approach using extremes' in the previous section):

• $0.97 \times A_1 < A_2 < 1.03 \times A_1$

• $A_3 \geq 0.85 \times A_2$

• $O_L \geq 0.80 \times A_2$

If one unit is outside the third condition, but above $0.75 \times A_2$, the test is repeated on 20 additional tablets. The requirements are met if no more than one unit of the 30 lowest units is below $0.80 \times A_2$ and above $0.75 \times A_2$.

Data analysis

Excel® was used for the data preparation and data processing. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS® 9.0. Data exploration was performed with box-and-whisker plots, in which the box percentile limits are respectively 25% and 75%. Outlier values (symbol °) and extreme values (symbol *) are defined respectively as deviating more than 1.5 and 3 times the box length starting from the box boundaries. The lower and upper whiskers are defined as respectively the lowest and highest non-outlier values. Mixed model ANOVA analyses were obtained with the General Linear Model (GLM) procedure in SPSS® 9.0. For all statistical tests, a critical significance level $\alpha = 0.05$ was chosen.

RESULTS

Analysis of breaking losses

Summarizing box plots shown in Figure 3 present the cumulative or total losses (i.e. loss of 3 successive breakings per tablet) per breakability test method and per operator. Further, a tabular overview of the percentage loss (mean, RSD and max.) at each breaking step and per breakability test method is given in Table 1.

The test method 5 (i.e. using knife) clearly exhibits the highest mean particle losses with the highest variability, including some extreme values such as 6.8% loss for 1 particular tablet. Investigating the operators, it became apparent that by using a knife to break the tablets, visible small pieces of the tablet were sometimes obtained, explaining the extreme loss values. The lowest mean loss per tablet (i.e. 0.3%) was obtained with methods 1 and 3. Consequently, the maximal observed loss per tablet was also lowest for methods 1 and 3, which was in both cases less than 1.6%. The loss data is modelled as log-normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests), and therefore a log transformation was applied to the data prior to a mixed model ANOVA analysis (method = fixed factor; person = random factor). The interpretation of the main effects (excl. interaction effect) indicates an insignificant person dependency ($p = 0.06$), although marginally. However, a strong method dependency was found ($p = 0.002$).
Multiple post-hoc comparison of mean total loss for the 5 methods (Duncan test) resulted in the following three homogeneous subsets, significantly different from each other: 5; (4, 2); (1, 3).

Therefore, it is concluded that the visibility of the score line (score line up versus score line down) is not a critical factor to minimise losses, however, that the direction of the breaking forces towards the score (break open versus fold up) is the determining factor to minimise losses. The score should be "opened" to obtain the best result.

**Half-tablets and quarter-tablets weight variability investigation**

The overall mean tablet weight (X1) was 400.1 mg with a standard deviation of 3.6 mg (n = 450). Explorative clustered box plots of the weight of half-tablets (X2, X5) and quarter-tablets (X3, X4, X6, X7) for the 5 test methods and 3 persons are shown in Figure 4.

Tablet, half-tablet and quarter-tablet weight are modelled as normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests) within each method and person combination.

Mixed model ANOVA analysis on response variables X2 to X7 (method = fixed factor; person = random factor) revealed significant interactions method person, as exemplified with interaction plots for X2 (p = 0.001) and X3 (p < 0.001) in Figure 5.

The further approach consisted in variance component analysis per method. For X2 to X7, the total variability within each method was calculated and split into person variability and residual variability.
The variance estimations of X2 and X5 were pooled to obtain "half-tablet" variance components, and similarly the variance estimations of X3, X4, X6 and X7 were pooled to obtain "quarter-tablet" variance components. For each variance estimate, a 95% confidence interval was calculated using a $\chi^2$ distribution.

A graphical presentation of the results is given in Figure 6.

For both the half-tablets and quarter-tablets, methods 2 and 4 (fold score) exhibit the highest variability (person and/or residual) and are therefore considered not reproducible.

The half-tablet variability of these methods is, however, much higher than their corresponding quarter-tablet variability, which would not be expected at first sight. The relationship between half-tablet and quarter-tablet variability is further investigated in this paper.

The total quarter-tablet variability is lowest for methods 1 and 5. The quarter-tablet person variability is comparable to the half-tablet situation. The quarter-tablet variability of method 3 is significantly higher than those of methods 1 and 5. Within the 3 acceptable methods (1, 3 and 5), the following reproducibility ranking is made (best to worse): method 1 (lowest half-tablet variability), method 5 (low quarter-tablet variability) and method 3. When combining these findings with the results of the previous section (high losses for method 5), methods 1 and 3 are the preferred methods to obtain reproducible breakings.

The relationship between the half-tablet variability and quarter-tablet variability was further investigated by calculating the ratio of standard deviation of quarter-tablets versus the standard deviation of half-tablets, for each method. A 95% confidence interval was constructed using an F-distribution. The results are graphically presented per method in Figure 7.

From Figure 7 it is noticed that the quarter-tablet variability (expressed as standard deviation) slightly increases for methods 1 and 3 compared to the corresponding half-tab-
let variability, whereas it decreases for the other methods. This phenomenon was further explored by testing the hypothesis that the variability of part-of-tablets (expressed as variance) is a linear function of the length of the score (i.e., the longer the score, the higher the variability of the corresponding part-of-tablet’s weight).

If the variabilities of tablets, half-tablets and quarter-tablets are respectively called \( \sigma^2_T \), \( \sigma^2_{1/2} \) and \( \sigma^2_{1/4} \), then the following mathematical relationships exists:

\[
\begin{align}
\sigma^2_{1/2} &= \frac{\sigma^2_T}{4} + \sigma^2_B, \\
\sigma^2_{1/4} &= \frac{\sigma^2_{1/2}}{4} + \sigma^2_{B1} = \frac{\sigma^2_T}{16} + \frac{\sigma^2_B}{4} + \sigma^2_B
\end{align}
\]

With \( \frac{\sigma^2_T}{4} \) : Intrinsic variability of half-tablets inherited from tablets, with hence half the standard deviation of the tablets’ standard deviation.

\( \sigma^2_B \) : Additional variability due to breaking a tablet into half-tablets.

\( \frac{\sigma^2_{1/2}}{4} \) : Intrinsic variability of quarter-tablets inherited from half-tablets.

\( \sigma^2_B \) : Additional variability due to breaking a half-tablet into quarter-tablets.

Specifically for the tablets used in this study, the tablet variability \( \sigma^2_T \) is contributing only very little (i.e., always less than 3%) in the half-tablet variability \( \sigma^2_{1/2} \), therefore the tablet variability \( \sigma^2_T \) is not considered in the further calculations. Together with the above hypothesis (i.e., \( \sigma^2_B \) is half of \( \sigma^2_B \) because the half-tablet score length is half of the tablet score length), equations (1) and (2) can be combined to give the following relationship between \( \sigma^2_{1/4} \) and \( \sigma^2_{1/2} \):

\[
\sigma^2_{1/4} = \frac{\sigma^2_{B1}}{4} + \sigma^2_B = \frac{\sigma^2_{B1}}{16} + \frac{\sigma^2_B}{4} + \sigma^2_B
\]

From equation (3), the theoretical expected ratio of quarter-tablet to half-tablet variability, expressed as standard deviation, is 0.87. The overall experimental results are in line with this theoretical value. Consequently, it may be concluded that the variability of broken tablets is mainly determined by the half-tablet variability, and that breaking half-tablets into quarter-tablets does not imply that the variability increases. However, if relative standard deviations are considered, the RSD of quarter-tablets is around twice the variability of half-tablets.

**Breaking symmetry investigation**

In this section, the relationships between 2 halves (left X2 versus right X5) originating from the same tablet, and 2 quarters (left X3 versus right X4; and left X6 versus right X7) originating from the same half-tablet are investigated in more detail. By comparison of left and right data, the breaking symmetry is assessed. An explorative matrix scatter plot is given in Figure 8. A very significant negative correlation exists between 2 half-tablet weights X2 and X5. Further, a strong positive correlation is observed between the weight of half-tablets and the weight of both resulting quarter-tablets (e.g., X2 versus X3 and X4). The negative correlation between the weights of 2 quarter-tablets originating from the same half-tablet is not very pronounced anymore, however, still significant (p = 0.001 and p = 0.012 for both sets of quarter-tablets respectively).

![Figure 8: Matrix scatter plot with half-tablets and quarter-tablet weights](image)
are performed for each method and within each person, for each of the 3 breakings per tablet. The results are given in Table 2.

**Table 2: Division symmetry investigation (i.e. left versus right side) of respectively half-tablets from tablets and quarter-tablets from half-tablets using paired t-tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Half-tablets</th>
<th>Quarter-tablets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d = Sd/Sd</td>
<td>d = Sd/Sd and d = Sd/Sd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Person</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score up - break</td>
<td>NS (7.22, 24)</td>
<td>NS (6.4, 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score up - field</td>
<td>* (31, 47)</td>
<td>* (34, 39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score down - break</td>
<td>NS (6.2, 14)</td>
<td>NS (8.0, 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score down - field</td>
<td>NS (5.7, 22)</td>
<td>NS (7.5, 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score up - knife</td>
<td>NS (4.2, 27)</td>
<td>NS (6.0, 20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Frequency tables of compliance to 5 possible acceptance criteria (2 pharmacopoeial and 3 alternative) for half-tablets and quarter-tablets using 5 breakability test methods (total per cell = 3 persons)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Half-tablets</th>
<th>Quarter-tablets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ph, Erf, USP</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score up - break</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score up - field</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score down - break</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score down - field</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score up - knife</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results indicate a personal factor in obtaining symmetrical halves. For example, person 1 obtains symmetrical halves with each of the 5 methods, whereas person 3 is unable to obtain symmetrical halves with methods 1, 2 and 4. Furthermore, the data shows a clear method preference within persons. For example, person 2 performs well with methods 1 and 4 (for both half- and quarter-tablets), whereas the same methods fail for person 3. Apart from methods 2 and 4 (very high variability, difficult to find significant differences), methods 1, 3 and 5 perform similar to obtain symmetrical part-of-tablets.

From a practical point of view, the negative correlation between part-of-tablet weights within tablets (originating from asymmetrical breakings) can be interpreted as being positive from a clinical point of view because during consecutive treatment of an individual, deviations from the target dose (i.e. due to variation of part-of-tablet weights) will be symmetrically spread out throughout the treatment. Moreover, alternative dosage schemes without breaking tablets (e.g. longer in-between times of two consecutive dosages; or alternatively take in 1 or 2 units per dosage) are less efficient or less appropriate.

**Simulation of breakability routine test procedures**

The weight uniformity of dosage units (i.e. tablets, half-tablets and quarter-tablets) was assessed using 2 pharmacopoeial and 3 alternative compliance criteria. The weight of complete tablets complied with each of the criteria, and is therefore not discussed in the remainder of this section. For each method and person combination, the compliances for half-tablets and quarter-tablets were determined. Summarising frequency tables with the results are given in Table 3.

The results in Table 3 confirm that methods 2 and 4 are not reproducible, because all compliance criteria on half- and quarter-tablets failed for both methods.

The preferred methods 1 and 3 comply best with the investigated criteria on both half- and quarter-tablets. Method 5 gives intermediate results.

The alternative compliance criteria are less stringent than both pharmacopoeial criteria (1-2) because they particularly consider the broken-tablet situation. In general, the alternative compliance criteria behave very similar. It is noted that a full comparison of the last criterion (extremes) with the other criteria is sensu strictu very difficult because it is linked to the data acquisition approach B (alternative using extremes), whereas the other criteria were tested with the systematic data acquisition approach A.

Despite that, the variability of quarter-tablets (expressed as variance or standard deviation) is comparable to the half-tablet variability, the compliance criteria generally fail on the quarter-tablets, whereas they comply in many cases on half-tablets. An explanation for this can be found in the relativity of the conditions to be fulfilled (e.g. the use of percentages instead of absolute values), which is the case for all criteria. A proposed alternative criterion approach, which would be applicable for particularly broken-tablets,
consists in the use of absolute mass criteria instead of percentage criteria. Moreover, while the scarce literature neglects giving information on cross-scored tablets, it is clear that in certain situations, this is the only viable option, e.g. in veterinary medicine, where otherwise too many marketed dosage strengths will enhance the misuse of the appropriate dosage strength tablets. Therefore, the criteria are to be interpreted in function of the proposed posology, indications and dose-response curve of the drug, i.e. very similar to current approaches in residual solvents and impurity limits settings where several drug-specific situational options are available.

**DISCUSSION**

The purpose of this investigation was to study the influence of breakability methodology on mass uniformity of half- and quarter-tablets as well as to compare different data acquisition and evaluation approaches. The secondary purpose was to determine the possible relationship between the variabilities observed for the half-tablets with the variabilities of the quarter-tablets.

Using a discriminative model tablet, it has been demonstrated that beside the possible interaction between the methodology and the person breaking the tablets, the major factor significantly influencing the mass uniformity of broken tablets is the breakability methodology. The best results, i.e. lowest loss and lowest variability, are obtained when the breaking force applied by the thumbs is directed towards the score side of the tablet, i.e. by "opening" the score, independent of score line orientation (upwards versus downwards). The other methods, incl. using a knife, gave rise to higher variability and greater loss of particles.

Specific systems for the acquisition of data of the broken tablets were shown not to be of major relevance: an appropriate, at random data acquisition gives similar results to proposed systematic data acquisition approaches.

Different evaluation criteria were compared, based upon distribution as well as distribution-free models, and including pharmacopoeial monographs for unit dosages (1-2), national (France and Denmark) and literature approaches. Using our discriminative model tablet, significant differences between the different evaluation criteria are observed, with the USP/NF approach being best in line with the detailed analysis of all broken tablets.

There exists a strong correlation between the variability of half-tablets and of quarter-tablets. Assuming that for this model tablet the variance is a linear function of the break-line length, the standard deviation of quarter-tablets is calculated to be 0.87 times the standard deviation of the half-tablets. As the absolute standard deviation, expressed in mass units, will thus remain approximately identical, the relative standard deviation will nearly double as the mean mass of the quarter-tablets will be half of the mean mass of the half-tablets. This was experimentally confirmed.
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